
ARCTIC TASTE MIDNIGHT SUN CLEAN WATERS

L'Uomu Nokka
is an organic chicken that grows on an organic 
farm in Finland. It has the possibility to run 
around the farm either inside or outside.  It can 
enjoy the daylight, sleep safely at night and 
just have fun.

And, of course, it tastes of delicious Finnish organic broiler chicken.

Organic
- No added salt

- No added water
- Salmonella-free
- Antibiotic-free

- No GMOs
- No additives



The original breed

L'Uomu Nokka broiler chickens are the 
Hubbard CY breed, which is a slow 
growing breed originating from France. 
Traditionally, the French farm chickens 
related to this breed had good foot 
health and a natural inclination to play, 
climb and run around the farm. So do the 
L'Uomu Nokka chickens!

Free in the garden

L'Uomu Nokka broiler chickens grow 
on Finnish organic farms. At six weeks 
these chickens have free access 
outside to the garden for the first 
time. They can roam freely outdoors.  
When inside, they receive sunlight from 
windows and they have hay, seeds and 
straw for ground pecking. 



Organic nutrition

Half of the nutrition of L'Uomu Nokka 
chickens comes from the fields of the 
farm they grow up on. The other half 
of their nutrition is organic feed, which 
is needed to ensure healthy growth. 
Outside in the garden and fields the 
chickens can eat hay, grass, seeds and 
basically anything they find.

L'Uomu Nokka is delicious food

After slaughtering, L'Uomu Nokka 
chickens are cut into selected pieces 
and packed into consumer packages. We 
usually leave the skin on and some of the 
bones in the cut pieces to ensure good 
taste and juiciness during preparation. 
L'Uomu Nokka chickens cook quickly and 
they can be easily combined with many 
other ingredients and spices. We always 
like to remind consumers that the best and 
purest taste of our organic chicken meat 
comes by just adding salt. 

L'Uomu Nokka for delicious dinners!



Products
L'Uomu Nokka organic whole broiler chicken, frozen
- A whole chicken weighing 
approx. 1,5 kg/piece. 

L'Uomu Nokka organic broiler chicken breast, frozen
- Breast pieces of chicken w ith the skin 
and a piece of the w ing bone. 
A pprox. 0,5 kg packages 
- 2 breasts / package

L'Uomu Nokka organic broiler chicken leg, frozen
-Whole legs of chicken in 
approx. 0,5 kg packages
- 2 whole legs / package

www.luomunokka.fi
www.facebook.com/luomunokka
www.twitter.com/luomunokka
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